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I. Translate the sentences into English. Use the correct tense.
1. Ta místnost je prázdná. Studenti už odešli.
………………………………………………………………………………………………..
2. Kdy jste skončili?
………………………………………………………………………………………………..
3. Když jsme seděli ve škole, pršelo.
…………………………………….…………………………………………………………….
4. W. Shakespeare zemřel v roce 1616.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
5. Už jsi dnes snídal?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………..
6. Dopis dorazil, zatímco jsme večeřeli.
…………………………………………………………………………………………...………
7. Kde jsi byl o víkendu?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………..
8. Ještě nikdy jsem nebyl v Itálii.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Max. 8 bodů /_____________
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II. Look at the sign in each question. Then choose the correct meaning of the sign.
1.
SILENCE PLEASE
EXAMINATION IN
PROGRESS
A)
B)
C)
D)

Please be quiet while people are talking at their examination.
Do not talk to the examiner.
Do not speak during the examination.
The examiner will tell you when you can talk.

2.
DO NOT LEAVE
YOUR BAGS IN
THE CORRIDOR
A)
B)
C)
D)

Do not forget to put your luggage outside your room.
Keep the corridor cealr of luggage.
Bags left in the corridor will be removed.
Bags will be collected from the corridor.

3.
PICK YOUR OWN
FRUIT AND PAY
INSIDE SHOP
A)
B)
C)
D)

Do not touch the fruit before paying for it.
Damaged fruit must be paid for.
Self-service fruit is cheaper.
Choose your fruit and then pay for it.

4.
PLEASE USE THE
UPSTAIRS
WAITING ROOM
IF YOU HAVE AN
APPOINTMENT
WITH THE NURSE
A)
B)
C)
D)

Wait upstairs to see the nurse.
Go upstairs to make an appointment with the nurse.
The nurse will tell you when it is your turn.
The nurse can only see patients with appointments.
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5.
WE ONLY
REPAIR COMPUTERS
WHICH WERE
BOUGHT HERE

A)
B)
C)
D)

Bring your computer here for repairs.
We will not mend computers bought from other shops.
We charge to repair computers not bought here.
Computers bought here never need repairing.

Max. 5 bodů /_____________
III. Read the text below and choose the correct word for each space.
FURTHER EDUCATION
Around the age of sixteen you must make one of the biggest decisions 1. .……… your life.
Do I stay on at school and hopefully go on to univesity 2. ……..? Do I leave and start work or
begin a training 3. ……..? The decision is yours, but it may be 4. …….. remembering two
things: there`s more unemployment 5. ….... people who haven`t been to university, and
people who have the right 6. ……. will have a big advantage in the competition for jobs.
If you decide to go 7. ……. into a job, there are many opportunities for training. Getting
qualifications will 8. …….. you to get on more quickly in many careers, and evening classes
allow you to learn 9. …… you earn.
Starting work and taking a break to study when you`re older is 10. …….possibility. This way,
you can save up money for your student days, as well as 11. ………practical work experience.
1. A) of
2. A) after
3. A) school
4. A) worth
5. A) between
6. A) notes
7. A) straight
8. A) make
9. A) where
10. A) also
11. A) getting

B) to
B) later
B) class
B) necessary
B) among
B) papers
B) just
B) help
B) while
B) again
B) making

C) with
C) then
C) course
C) important
C) with
C) arts
C) direct
C) let
C) when
C) another
C) taking

Max.11 bodů /_____________
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D) for
D) past
D) term
D) useful
D) through
D) skills
D) rather
D) give
D) what
D) always
D) doing

IV. Complete the sentences with the correct part of the human body.
1. We have five ___________________ on our left hand, and five on the right one.
2. Tha hand is joined to the arm by the ______________________.
3. We think with our _______________________ .
4. On our feet, we have ten ___________________.
5. We hear with our ___________________ and see with our __________________.
Max.6 bodů /_____________
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